Cargurus hyundai tucson

Are Hyundai Tucson prices going up or down? Find out on our Hyundai Tucson Price Trends
page. These prices reflect the current national average retail price for Hyundai Tucson trims at
different mileages. They are based on real time analysis of our Hyundai Tucson listings. We
update these prices daily to reflect the current retail prices for a Hyundai Tucson. This is the
manufacturer's recommended price for the vehicle, including optional equipment. The Invoice
Price of a vehicle is the amount that a dealer pays to the manufacturer for the vehicle. The
dealer's profit is the difference between MSRP and Invoice plus any manufacturer-to-dealer
incentives. Photo of model year shown. Trim Prices for new Hyundai Tucson. Hover over chart
to view price details and analysis Loading Not enough data to show price analysis for this
vehicle. Comparable Listings Nationwide. Browse more Hyundai Tucson listings nationwide.
Cars compared to Hyundai Tucson. Ultimate FWD. Value FWD. Limited AWD. Sport FWD. SE
FWD. Limited FWD. Ultimate AWD. Value AWD. Sport AWD. SE AWD. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Great customer service, they were able to get me
the best offer and the one that I wanted. My salesman Ari was very helpful and Paul is very
knowledgeable. Thanks guys! Having gotten oblique or zero answers to direct questions I've
asked other car dealers via CarGurus, it was refreshing to get a straight answer to a straight
question, from Elgin Hyundai. Answered all my calls responded quickly and provide additional
information that was helpful will recommend. Terrible experience!! If I could give a minus star I
would. Contacted only by the internet team. And I have tried numerous attempts for 2 weeks
now. Looks like their hiding something. Don't be fooled by the low price they show in the title.
So whatever price you see , add 6K safely. I cannot believe Car Gurus allows it. Not only it
misleads the customers looking to buy a car but also provides unfair competitive advantage to
the honest dealerships. Sales person friendly, inexperienced. Customer service makes a
difference! They lied about the car!!! They had a huge dent in the car probably caused at the lot
and they refused to acknowledge it!!! They were very quick in responding and were very helpful.
Bought my car somewhere else, but only because I preferred the color. Condescending and
scattered. Seemed uninterested in making a sale. General manager never even responded to my
email stating my concerns, nor did he reach out to me privately. Did put on a good show asking
me to reach out to him though. I had every intention of buying from them, but they lost me with
how I was treated. Was surprisingly pleasant no troubles no problems no arguing no haggling
no pressure to buy it was very nice. Aaron and team were excellent. They were, kind, fun, and
professional. No pressure on any aspect of the sale. Their system of banks offered a great rate
and terms which allowed me to buy my dream car. Also, their service department installed a
new set of Toyo Proxes Sport tires, handed over the car in great condition, and cleaned up the
car nicely. Great work! Highly recommend buying from this dealership. Very friendly,
knowledgeable about the vehicle I was test driving, went over and beyond to satisfy customer.
None of my questions were answered. Just a form letter Great experience! The guy, Peter made
me feel at home. He went thru everything, step by step! He stuck with me from the greeting thru
the final signature! Due to the covid, times are a little stressful and financially hard. I didn't hav
money to put down, but I was ok'd, and left with the car I wanted and not settling. Friendly staff
but when I went to look at the car in person the temperature gauge didn't work, when I opened
the glove box it fell off and was hanging, middle console lid was broken off as well as the back
part of the seat was coming off. Good cars and very good deals Sales person Always try to find
a way to help Thanks guys I will recommend get your next car from executive auto. They did
respond promptly and very professional we are working on a deal at this time. Once thought of
as a cheap Korean car with negligible quality control, Hyundai has come a long way in building
its reputation as a safe, solid, and reliable competitor to more expensive foreign automakers. Its
new emphasis on improved quality and performance was evident in the introduction of the
Hyundai Tucson in The Tucson packs a lot of standard equipment into even its base model, the
most notable of which are the safety features. When introduced in , all levels came with six
airbags, ABS brakes, and traction and stability control, eclipsing most other compact SUVs in
the segment, like the Ford Escape. Though the CR-V came with all of these features, it was sold
at a higher price point. Both an I4 and V6 were offered in either front-wheel or full-time all-wheel
drive. The Tucson sat four in a surprisingly roomy interior, with more backseat head and
legroom than the Santa Fe. Rear seats folded flat into the floor to expand the somewhat small
cargo area. The front passenger seat also folded flat. There have been few changes to the
Hyundai Tucson since its debut in These have mostly been alterations in trim designations in
order to align with the other names in the Hyundai brand. It remains a popular choice for single
owners or young families who are looking for the functionality of an SUV without the high price
tag or unwieldy handling of larger models. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals

on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Hyundai Tucson
for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. Find Hyundai Tucson listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Image
Not Available. CarGurus User. Read more. Completely redesigned for the model year, the
Hyundai Tucson wades into small crossover SUV battle with great styling, a more comfortable
and functional interior, top safety ratings, and industry. Hyundai Tucson Reviews Review. It is a
good looking car. I love the look in and out. Nice trim with 19 inch wheels. Ver nice features,
specially the panoramic sunroof. Overall a very good vehicle for the money. I love the car.
Comes with alot for the most. I owned a Tucson in the past as well as a Sante Fe which made
my husband push me to try something different. For the money, this car is hard to beat. Apple
car play, back up camera, heated seats. The entire cockpit looks sophisticated for this price
point. The only thing this car is missing is a more powerful engine. Acceleration is sluggish.
Why Use CarGurus? Hyundai dealers in Atlanta GA. Hyundai dealers in Chicago IL. Hyundai
dealers in Dallas TX. Hyundai dealers in Houston TX. Hyundai dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Hyundai dealers in Miami FL. Hyundai dealers in New York NY. Hyundai dealers in Philadelphia
PA. Hyundai dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. This Don Franklin dealership offered the best price and best financing of all
dealers contacted, so we bought a new Hyundai Kona from them. Our salesman made it a
smooth, easy, and transparent transaction. Very friendly and professional staff. Did a great job
of answering all our questions. Very happy with our purchase. Landon Wright was excellent
sales person and very helpful. Paperwork took to long due to problem with their corporate
office. The price they advertise on the internet is not the real price of the vehicle. They advertise
a low price online to get you there but once you get to the dealership they add on all type of
fees tint, theft, dealer prep fees, etc so the cost of the vehicle ends up being the same price as
other dealerships if not more. Don't waste your time driving here. Dylan was great he a man of
his word I'm sharlene deal brother sam deal I came down Oct 13 and got the black chevy
silverado pay cash i will be back. Was contacted via email very quickly; car of interest had been
re- located to another dealership prior to my contacting the sales department. Staff was helpful
and offered similar cars that were currently on the lot. Although, I did not purchase, the
dealership is definitely a business that I would shop with again in the future. Kat was extremely
pleasant and helpful. I very much enjoyed my test driving experience a Don Franklin Automall.
My experience at Don Franklin was very good. Harley Carothers the salesman working me was
very professional and friendly. These guys are awesome they call me back we could not get a
deal done but they did show interest thanks guys. The dealer had so many dealer fees that
raised the price way higher than expected. Lure you in with a advertised price, then jack it up
thousands with dealer fees. Would never buy or recomend them! Dealer had several cars that
would have fit my needs and were priced attractively BUT when we went to the business no one
was wearing masks and in this stage of the pandemic in Oklahoma I did not feel safe. Sales lady
did not want to work with me on the price said her boss was going to buy the truck that's why
they had had it for so long. Then told me I was not going to find a better deal. I enjoyed my
experience at automax and did actually find a vehicle that fit my needs there. If I could make one
remark it seems like they have vehicles advertised that don't actually exist on the lot. The
listings are often months old and have been reported to the app but it seems like nobody is
going to take the listing down. Kind of a classic bait and switch tactic but it worked on me so
what can I say? We appreciated the very straightforward approach from this dealership. Good
communication and no surprises at all. Very good experience. Would go back again. Made it
easy in and out. With no pressure. They called me when I was on may way to see and test drive
the car that it had sold. Went with a different car but this dealer was quick to respond and tried
to meet me halfway Salesman tried very hard to make a deal. They had vehicle waiting out front
for us when we arrived. Sales manager even called back the next morning to see if their was any
way we could make a deal Very courteous but being retired we just couldn't justify spending
that much money. Great experience no pressure no rush talk with the salesman, he let my
family test drive the vehicle. No issues vehicle would not meet fit my family needs. Followed the
instructions on pre-approval but dealer took and ran my credit with another company. They do
not have the car that I was interested but still contacted and tried to give some information
about their inventory. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each

one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. New Hyundai Tucson for Sale Nationwide.
All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Hyundai
Tucson listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Lowest price first. CarGurus User. Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Request Information.
Why Use CarGurus? Hyundai dealers in Atlanta GA. Hyundai dealers in Chicago IL. Hyundai
dealers in Dallas TX. Hyundai dealers in Houston TX. Hyundai dealers in Los Angeles CA.
Hyundai dealers in Miami FL. Hyundai dealers in New York NY. Hyundai dealers in Philadelphia
PA. Hyundai dealers in Washington DC. Hyundai Tucson For Sale. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Great customer service, they were able to get me
the best offer and the one that I wanted. My salesman Ari was very helpful and Paul is very
knowledgeable. Thanks guys! Having gotten oblique or zero answers to direct questions I've
asked other car dealers via CarGurus, it was refreshing to get a straight answer to a straight
question, from Elgin Hyundai. Terrible experience!! If I could give a minus star I would.
Contacted only by the internet team. And I have tried numerous attempts for 2 weeks now.
Looks like their hiding something. Don't be fooled by the low price they show in the title. So
whatever price you see , add 6K safely. I cannot believe Car Gurus allows it. Not only it misleads
the customers looking to buy a car but also provides unfair competitive advantage to the honest
dealerships. Sales person friendly, inexperienced. They were very quick in responding and were
very helpful. Bought my car somewhere else, but only because I preferred the color.
Condescending and scattered. Seemed uninterested in making a sale. General manager never
even responded to my email stating my concerns, nor did he reach out to me privately. Did put
on a good show asking me to reach out to him though. I had every intention of buying from
them, but they lost me with how I was treated. Was surprisingly pleasant no troubles no
problems no arguing no haggling no pressure to buy it was very nice. None of my questions
were answered. Just a form letter Great experience! The guy, Peter made me feel at home. He
went thru everything, step by step! He stuck with me from the greeting thru the final signature!
Due to the covid, times are a little stressful and financially hard. I didn't hav money to put down,
but I was ok'd, and left with the car I wanted and not settling. The truck sold, but they were very
clear in communicating that information, so I didn't waste my time and could move on in my
search! The general manager greeted me on arrival and showed the vehicle. I took delivery two
days later after it was run through the shop, detailed, and fueled up. The experience could not
have been better. I have been to this dealership several times. The experience is always great.
Very polite and professional sales team. Greatest truck buying experience I have ever had. Very
fair pricing on vehicles fair trade in values as well. Cleanest used vehicles I have ever seen.
Extremely organized and efficient process which made the buying experience fast and painless.
Overall amazing experience buying with Perkins. Excellent communication, friendly and easy to
deal with. Made the experience effortless. Zachary helped me finish the financing process of my
purchase. Pierce was quick with obtaining the vehicles for me to test drive even in this really
cold weather. Over its lifetime, the Hyundai Tucson has transformed from a frugal, value-minded
small SUV into a competent, refined crossover. For , the Tucson receives a thorough refresh
with new standard safety features and technology all wrapped in a sharp new look. The Tucson
has two powertrain choices. The base engine is a 2. The upgraded engine is a 2. Both engines
come with a 6-speed automatic transmission that features a manual tap-shift mode. Power is
sent to the front wheels or available all-wheel drive. In addition, the instrument cluster and rear
view mirror have also been refreshed while all five occupants can enjoy the updated available
leather seats. With the rear seats up, the Tucson provides 31 cubic feet of cargo space, and with
the seats folded, cargo capacity grows to The Tucson also features a new suite of standard
technology. Hyundai now provides a 7-inch touchscreen infotainment system as standard
equipment, which comes standard with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto as well as voice
control features. The base SE trim comes standard with inch alloy wheels, remote keyless entry,
Bluetooth hands-free connectivity, the 7-inch touchscreen, and features like blind-spot
monitoring, lane-keeping assist, and a backup camera with dynamic guidelines. Next, SEL
offers inch wheels, dual automatic temperature control, and an upgraded powertrain. The
range-topping Limited model adds automatic high beams, adaptive cruise control, chrome
window accents and door handles, as well as chrome grille accents. Inside, the Limited adds
leather seating and the upgraded 8-inch touchscreen infotainment system that includes
navigation and an Infiniti premium audio system. The Limited also includes rain-sensing wipers,

automatic high beams, and Qi wireless charging. For rear seat passengers, a second-row USB
port is now available for You can also add options like heated rear seats and a panoramic
sunroof. Standard safety features on the Tucson include forward-collision warning, blind-spot
monitoring, lane-keep assist, and a reversing camera with dynamic guidelines. Other standard
safety features include vehicle stability management, electronic stability control, a tire pressure
monitoring system, and a full array of front and side impact airbags. Available driver assistance
features include pedestrian detection, a degree monitor, and dynamic cruise control with
stop-and-go. The Tucson is also available with a driver attention assist that can sense if the
driver is drowsy and needs a break, making the Tucson an incredibly advancedâ€”and
safeâ€”sport utility vehicle. The Tucson follows up a very competent model, which featured a
quiet comfortable ride and solid safety attributes. The Tucson builds on this vehicle, adding
more infotainment and safety technology with handsomely updated styling. We'll help you find
great d
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eals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Hyundai
Tucson listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. Authorized Hyundai Dealer. Image Not Available. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?

